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1.�PHOTO�: new product, new display, the storefront from outside (stand off to the left or right so you’re not reflected in�
the glass), a happy customer, a customer “in action” with a product at your store or in their home/out in public or a staff�
member in action. These typically won’t be conversation-generators for the post, but they will generate the like/love/�
happy face responses. (FB still loves a clicked emotion - and this is a fact: FB likes reactions better than just a thumbs-up�
because it took you a moment longer to engage with a more heart-felt reaction)�

2.�EVENT�: events aren’t limited to an “actual” date, time and theme-kinda gig, they can be a celebration of one of your�
vendors/categories - and they can be all week! All month! When a customer indicates “interested” it’s another verifica-�
tion to FB that your audience is engaged, therefore FB will continue to display your event on your follower’s news feed�

3.�GIVEAWAY�: a free product, admission to an event, a gift card, a gift basket, 30 days of lessons - even a  gift pack from�
several neighboring merchants (all contributors post the giveaway on their FB page and tag all merchants to further�
extend the reach). This is a great type of content to grow your followers by asking them to tag a friend. BUT Facebook�
does NOT like it when you directly ask for likes and shares on your posts. They want authentic engagement and�
conversation. So get creative! “Raise your hand if you know someone who would love this!” “Which friend would love�
this?” “Who would be your partner in crime?”�

4.�INSIDE LOOK�: staff picks, a behind the scenes peek, a quick demo/educational post, a photo or video at a trade show�
or relevant event, a photo taken in your backroom/back alley/behind the POS - anywhere your customers don’t get to�
experience. It may not seem exciting to you, but wouldn’t you love to see a behind-the-scenes from your favorite store?�

5.�POLL�: we’re always planning for the upcoming season/holiday, why not ask your customers for input? What do you�
want more of (“x” vendor, a specific decor, color). It can even be a non-store poll: What’s your favorite day of the week�
to shop downtown/your area? How many weeks of vacation are enough? These generate engagement by clicking a�
choice and, people who are heated up by the topic, will also write a comment, adding to the engagement of the post�

6.�EMAIL�: post a link to every email you send (tip: when you post the link, FB auto-populates it with the image and the�
link text; go back and delete the long link and then post a brief topic/call to action/teaser that’s in the email. Make sure�
inside every email there’s a link to sign up for future emails to catch everyone who links over from your FB post�

7.�ENGAGING QUESTION�: asking a pointed question creates conversation (engagement). Be sure to reply and engage as�
the business page often. The more you engage, the more FB rewards your post with greater reach�

8.�LINK TO WEBSITE�: only about 25% of your posts should take the reader off Facebook so use links wisely. Send your�
followers to your website to see an album featuring new inventory, photos from a recent event or to sign up for an�
upcoming event. Posting your email updates (Content Type #6) is also a really valuable link to post�

9.�VIDEO�: whether it’s a live video (great engagement) or taped (very good engagement) a video is pure representation�
of who you are and your passion for your business. Use video often to showcase what makes your business unique: the�
people, the location, the inventory, the events. Think outside your store, too, and shoot video from places around town,�
visit neighboring businesses and share stories about non-profit organizations and events in your community. Report from�
events and buying/trade shows. Once you get comfortable being on camera, hearing your voice and seeing the expressions�
you had no idea you make when you talk (!), it’s a lot of fun and, even better, your followers will LOVE it (as does FB)�

And the bonus: FACEBOOK STORY�: it’s an extra because it’s temporary - you can save the video on your device, of course,�
but it’s only on the news feed for 24 hours. A snippet of info from you store, what’s coming up this weekend, recommen-�
dations for seasonal gifts, a “did you know”, etc.�

The 9 (+1) best converting types of Facebook content for retailers�
Mix it up and see your reach and engagement grow! Engagement = like/wow/haha, comments and shares�


